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Subject: Temporal logic and timed automata – construction of simple UPPAAL
automata.

Exercise 1.
To do: Open UPPAAL 4.0: Small Tutorial and follow the instructions in chapter 3.2 beginning with „In order to

create a template…” at the bottom of the page 5. This will be construction of a template of an automaton,
which will have two instances (fig. 5), next – its simulation and verification.

Notice: This task is optional and not assessed. Don’t include it in your report.

Fig. 6 shows the template of the automaton to be made. Fig. 5 shows only the final effect visible during
the simulation.

Exercise 2. (1 pt)

To do: Make an automaton which endlessly randomly generates digits from 0 to 9 by random selection of transi-
tions.

Notice: The generator automaton can only remember the last digit drawn, by entering it into the global variable
digit defined for the values 0–9.
In the description of the transitions, use the label update; do not use others.

Do not use functions.

Exercise 3. (1 pt)

To do: Make an automaton which endlessly randomly generates digits from 0 to 9 by random selection of values
from this range.

Notice: The generator automaton can only remember the last digit drawn, by entering it into the global variable
digit defined for the values 0–9.
In the description of the transitions, use the labels select and update; do not use others.

Do not use functions.

Exercise 4. (3 pts)

To do: Make a system of two automata: a random digit generator and a digital lock.

As a generator, use the automaton made in exercise 1 or 2. Rebuild it to synchronize with the lock au-
tomaton through a binary channel.

The lock automaton reacts each time to the digit being generated by the generator. When a sequence of any
length is received, ending in 1234, the lock automaton goes to the final state that represents the unlocked
lock.

Notice: The generator automaton can only remember the last digit drawn, by entering it into the global variable
digit defined for the values 0–9.
Synchronize the automata using the drawn binary channel, so that the lock only works in response to the
random digit being drawn by the generator.

Make sure by simulating that a digit sequence ending in 1234 unlocks the lock, including those ending in
11234, 121234 and so on.

Do not program the lock with any sequence of digits. It has to be drawn by a generator.
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http://www.it.uu.se/research/group/darts/uppaal/small_tutorial.pdf
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Exercise 5. (5 pts)

To do: Make a system of three automata: Customer, ATM and Bank, which model the withdrawal of money from
an ATM so that they operate as follows:

1. The customer puts the card into the ATM.

2. The customer gives the ATM a correct or incorrect PIN code (randomly).

3. The ATM asks the bank to verify the PIN.

4. The bank verifies the PIN.

5. If the PIN is incorrect, go to 15.

6. The bank informs the ATM of the correct PIN code.

7. The customer gives the ATM the amount to be withdrawn (a random value from the range 1–150 PLN).
8. The ATM asks the bank to withdraw the given amount.

9. The bank checks the customer’s account balance.

10. If the amount given is greater than the customer’s account balance, go to 16.

11. The bank reduces the customer’s account by the given amount.

12. The bank instructs the ATM to withdraw the given amount.

13. The ATM withdraws for the customer the given amount.

14. The ATM returns the card to the customer. Go to 1 or end.

15. The bank informs the ATM of the incorrect PIN code. Go to 14.

16. The bank informs the ATM about the lack of money.

17. The customer decides whether to give a different amount. Go to 7 or 14 (randomly).

Notice: Assume that initially the customer has 100 PLN on the account.

Define numeric variables with the range of their possible values.

Name each state in such a way, to describe what is happening in it or at the transitions exiting it.

Synchronize state changes by automata using channels.

The active side of synchronization should be the one that initiates it. For example, the customer inserting
a card into the ATM is synchronization between Customer and ATM automata, where the active side
(exclamation mark next to the channel) is Customer and the passive side (question mark next to the
channel) is ATM.

Aid to the exercises
Automatic creation of single instances of automata

Single instances of automata templates (if they do not have parameters) can be created automatically by
typing the instruction system in System declarations followed by the names of these templates, separating
them with commas. Thanks to this, there is no need to define processes for them.

These instances automatically get the names of their templates.

Transfer of information between automata

The transfer of information between automata can take place by synchronization with an appropriate channel
(the name of the channel is like information) or a global variable (containing the actual information) set by
one automaton and read by the other, e.g. during synchronization with the use of the channel.

More on this at System model verification in UPPAAL (lecture).

Recomended websites

– UPPAAL timed automata (lecture)

– System model verification in UPPAAL (lecture)

– UPPAAL 4.0: Small Tutorial

– UPPAAL Web Help
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